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Outline of Leture 1
◮ an introdution to interval temporal logis
◮ the logi of Allen's relations: Halpern and Shoham's modallogi of time intervals (HS)
◮ deidable fragments of HS
◮ undeidable fragments of HS
◮ outline of the (rest of the) ourse
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◮ the logi of Allen's relations: Halpern and Shoham's modallogi of time intervals (HS)
◮ deidable fragments of HS
◮ undeidable fragments of HS
◮ outline of the (rest of the) ourseD. Della Monia, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio, IntervalTemporal Logis: a Journey, Bulletin of the European Assoiation forTheoretial Computer Siene, 105:73�99, 2011



Origins and appliation areas
◮ Philosophy and ontology of time, e.g., the hoie between timeinstants and time intervals as the primary objets of atemporal ontology
◮ Linguistis: analysis of progressive tenses, semantis andproessing of natural languages (quoting Kamp and Reyle,�truth, as it pertains to language in the way we use it, relatessentenes not to instants but to temporal intervals�)
◮ Arti�ial intelligene: temporal knowledge representation,systems for time planning and maintenane, theory of events(e.g., ations with duration)
◮ Computer siene: temporal databases (e.g., temporalaggregations), spei�ation and design of hardwareomponents (e.g., Moszkowski's ITL), onurrent real-timeproesses (e.g., Hoare, Ravn, and Zhou's Duration Calulus),bioinformatis



Interval temporal logis and temporal ontologiesInterval temporal reasoning is subjet to the same ontologialdilemmas as the point-based temporal reasoning, viz., should thetime struture be assumed:
◮ linear or branhing?
◮ disrete or dense?
◮ with or without beginning/end?



Interval temporal logis and temporal ontologiesInterval temporal reasoning is subjet to the same ontologialdilemmas as the point-based temporal reasoning, viz., should thetime struture be assumed:
◮ linear or branhing?
◮ disrete or dense?
◮ with or without beginning/end?New dilemmas arise regarding the nature of the intervals:
◮ How are points and intervals related? Whih is the primaryonept? Should an interval be identi�ed with the set ofpoints in it, or there is more into it?
◮ Can intervals be unbounded?
◮ Are intervals with oiniding endpoints admissible or not?
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¬ψInterval temporal logis are very expressive (ompared to point-basedtemporal logis).In partiular, formulas of interval logis express properties of pairs oftime points rather than of single time points, and are evaluated as setsof suh pairs, i.e., as binary relations.Thus, in general there is no redution of the satis�ability/validity in in-terval logis to monadi seond-order logi, and therefore Rabin's theo-rem is not appliable here.



Binary ordering relations over intervalsThe thirteen binary ordering relations between two intervals on alinear order (those below and their inverses) form the set of Allen'sinterval relations:urrent interval:equals:ends :during:begins:overlaps:meets:before:



HS: the modal logi of Allen's interval relationsAllen's interval relations give rise to orresponding unary modalitiesover frames where intervals are primitive entities:Halpern and Shoham's modal logi of time intervals HS, interpretedover interval strutures (not to be onfused with Allen's IntervalAlgebra)J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, A Propositional Modal Logi of TimeIntervals, Journal of the ACM, 38:279�292, 1991



HS: the modal logi of Allen's interval relationsAllen's interval relations give rise to orresponding unary modalitiesover frames where intervals are primitive entities:Halpern and Shoham's modal logi of time intervals HS, interpretedover interval strutures (not to be onfused with Allen's IntervalAlgebra)J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, A Propositional Modal Logi of TimeIntervals, Journal of the ACM, 38:279�292, 1991The satis�ability/validity problem for HS is highly undeidable overall standard lasses of linear orders. What about its fragments?



HS fragmentsMore than four thousands fragments of HS (over the lass of alllinear orders) an be identi�ed by hoosing a di�erent subset of theset of basi modal operators. However, only 1347 genuinelydi�erent ones existD. Della Monia, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio,Expressiveness of the Interval Logis of Allen's Relations on the Class ofall Linear Orders: Complete Classi�ation, IJCAI 2011To show non-de�nability of a given modality in a spei� fragment,one an use a standard tehnique in modal logi, based on thenotion of bisimulation and the invariane of modal formulae withrespet to bisimulations



(Un)deidability of HS fragments: main parametersResearh agenda:
◮ searh for maximal deidable HS fragments;
◮ searh for minimal undeidable HS fragments.
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(Un)deidability of HS fragments: main parametersResearh agenda:
◮ searh for maximal deidable HS fragments;
◮ searh for minimal undeidable HS fragments.The large majority of HS fragments turns out be undeidable, butsome meaningful exeptions exist.(Un)deidability of HS fragments depends on two fators:
◮ the set of interval modalities;
◮ the lass of interval strutures (linear orders) over whih thelogi is interpreted.



A real harater: the logi DThe logi D of the subinterval relation (Allen's relation during) isquite interesting from the point of view of (un)deidability.
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A real harater: the logi DThe logi D of the subinterval relation (Allen's relation during) isquite interesting from the point of view of (un)deidability.The satis�ability problem for D, interpreted over the lass of dense linearorders, is PSPACE-omplete.I. Shapirovsky, On PSPACE-deidability in Transitive Modal Logi,Advanes in Modal Logi 2005It is undeidable, when D is interpreted over the lasses of �nite anddisrete linear orders.J. Marinkowski and J. Mihaliszyn, The Ultimate Undeidability Resultfor the Halpern-Shoham Logi, LICS 2011Aside: it is unknown, when D is interpreted over the lass of all linearorders.
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An easy ase: the logi BBConsider the fragment BB.
〈B〉ψ:

〈B〉ϕ:

d0 d2 d1 d3

ϕ
︷ ︸︸ ︷

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ

current interval:The deidability of BB an be shown by embedding it into thepropositional temporal logi of linear time LTL[F,P]: formulas of
BB an be translated into formulas of LTL[F,P] by replaing 〈B〉with P (sometimes in the past) and 〈B〉 with F (sometimes in thefuture):LTL[F,P] has the small (pseudo)model property and is deidableThe ase of EE is similar.



A well-behaved fragment: the logi AA
Formulas of the logi AA of Allen's relations meets and met by are re-ursively de�ned by the following grammar:

ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ∨ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ ([A] = ¬〈A〉¬; same for [A])
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A well-behaved fragment: the logi AAFormulas of the logi AA of Allen's relations meets and met by are re-ursively de�ned by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ∨ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ | 〈A〉ϕ ([A] = ¬〈A〉¬; same for [A])

〈A〉ϕ 〈A〉ϕ

ϕϕWe annot abstrat way from any of the endpoints of intervals:
◮ ontraditory formulas may hold over intervals with the same rightendpoint and a di�erent left endpoint

〈A〉[A]p∧ 〈A〉[A]¬p is satis�able:
d0 d1 d2 d3

. . .

〈A〉 [A]p
. . .

〈A〉 [A]¬p

. . .For any d > d3, p holds over [d2,d] and ¬p holds over [d3,d].



The importane of the past (in AA)Unlike what happens with point-based linear temporal logi, AA isstritly more expressive than its future fragment A (prooftehnique: invariane of modal formulas with respet tobisimulation)There is a log-spae redution from the satis�ability problem for
AA over Z to its satis�ability problem over N, that turns out to bemuh more involved than the orresponding redution forpoint-based linear temporal logi
AA is able to separate Q and R, while A is notD. Della Monia, A. Montanari, and P. Sala, The importane of the pastin interval temporal logis: the ase of Propositional Neighborhood Logi,in A. Artikis et al. (Eds.), Logi Programs, Norms and Ation (SergotFestshrift), LNAI 7360, Springer, 2012, pp. 79�102.



Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to FO2[<]Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to the two-variablefragment of �rst-order logi for binary relational strutures overvarious linearly-ordered domains FO2[<]M. Otto, Two Variable First-order Logi Over Ordered Domains, Journalof Symboli Logi, 66(2):685�702, 2001



Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to FO2[<]Expressive ompleteness of AA with respet to the two-variablefragment of �rst-order logi for binary relational strutures overvarious linearly-ordered domains FO2[<]M. Otto, Two Variable First-order Logi Over Ordered Domains, Journalof Symboli Logi, 66(2):685�702, 2001Remark. The two-variable property is a su�ient ondition fordeidability, but it is not a neessary one (for instane, D isdeidable over dense linear orders, but it does not satisfy thetwo-variable property - three variables are needed)



Deidability of AAAs a by-produt, deidability (in fat, NEXPTIME-ompleteness) of
AA over all linear orders, well-orders, �nite linear orders, and thelinear order on the natural numbersD. Bresolin, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio, PropositionalInterval Neighborhood Logis: Expressiveness, Deidability, andUndeidable Extensions, Annals of Pure and Applied Logi,161(3):289�304, 2009
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Deidability of AAAs a by-produt, deidability (in fat, NEXPTIME-ompleteness) of
AA over all linear orders, well-orders, �nite linear orders, and thelinear order on the natural numbersD. Bresolin, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio, PropositionalInterval Neighborhood Logis: Expressiveness, Deidability, andUndeidable Extensions, Annals of Pure and Applied Logi,161(3):289�304, 2009This is not the end of the story ..

◮ It is far from being trivial to extrat a deision proedure fromOtto's proof
◮ Some meaningful ases are missing (dense linear orders, weaklydisrete linear orders)



Tableau-based deision proedures for AA - 1An optimal tableau-based deision proedure for the futurefragment of AA (the future modality 〈A〉 only) over the naturalnumbersD. Bresolin, A. Montanari, and G. Siavio, An Optimal DeisionProedure for Right Propositional Neighborhood Logi, Journal ofAutomated Reasoning, 38(1-3):173�199, 2007Later extended to full AA over the integers (it an be tailored tonatural numbers and �nite linear orders)D. Bresolin, A. Montanari, and P. Sala, An Optimal Tableau-basedDeision Algorithm for Propositional Neighborhood Logi, STACS 2007



Tableau-based deision proedures for AA - 2Reently, optimal tableau-based deision proedures for AA overall, dense, and weakly-disrete linear orders have been developedD. Bresolin, A. Montanari, P. Sala, and G. Siavio, Optimal TableauSystems for Propositional Neighborhood Logi over All, Dense, andDisrete Linear Orders, TABLEAUX 2011The very last ahievement in this diretion is an optimaltableau-based deision proedure for AA over the realsA. Montanari and P. Sala, An Optimal Tableau System for the Logi ofTemporal Neighborhood Over the Reals, TIME 2012



Maximal deidable fragmentsIssue: an we add other modalities from the HS repository to thelogi of temporal neighborhood AA or to the logi of thesubinterval relation D preserving deidability?The searh for maximal deidable fragments of HS bene�tted froma natural geometrial interpretation of interval logis proposed byVenema.Y. Venema, Expressiveness and Completeness of an Interval Tense Logi,Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logi, 31(4):529�547, 1990In the following, we illustrate the basi ingredients of suh ageometrial interpretation, and we summarize the main results.



A geometrial aount of interval logi: intervals

. . .
db

. . . . . .
de

. . . . . . . . .Every interval an be represented by a point in the seondotant (in general, in the half plane y > x).
(db,de)



A geometrial aount of interval logi: interval relations

. . .
db

. . .. . .

d ′
e

. . .
de

. . . . . . . . .

〈B〉ψ

ψ

db < d
′
e < de

(db,de)

(db,d
′
e)

Every interval relation has a spatial ounterpart.



A geometrial aount of interval logi: models
We an give a spatial interpretation tomodels of a formula ϕ as ompass stru-tures:points of a ompass struture are oloredwith the set of subformulas of ϕ that aretrue over the orresponding intervals

[A]ψ, 〈A〉θ, 〈A〉χ

ψ, 〈B〉θ, χ

ψ, 〈B〉θ, 〈B〉χ

ψ, θ, 〈B〉χ

[A]ψ, 〈A〉θ, 〈A〉χ

ψ, θ, 〈B〉χ

ψ, 〈B〉θ, 〈B〉χ

ψ, 〈B〉θ, χ



The maximal deidable fragment ABBA
〈B〉ψ

ψ

ψ

〈B̄〉ψ

〈A〉ψ

ψ

ABBA is NONPRIMITIVE RECURSIVE-hard over �nite linearorders; undeidable elsewhereA. Montanari, G. Puppis, and P. Sala, Maximal deidable fragmentsof Halpern and Shoham's modal logi of intervals, ICALP 2010
〈Ā〉ψ

ψ



The maximal deidable fragment ABBL
〈B〉ψ

ψ

ψ

〈B̄〉ψ

〈A〉ψ

ψWe replae 〈A〉 by 〈L〉: ABBL is EXSPACE-omplete over thelasses of all, dense, and (weakly) disrete linear ordersD. Bresolin, A. Montanari, P. Sala, and G. Siavio, What'sdeidable about Halpern and Shoham's interval logi? The maximalfragment ABBL, LICS 2011
ψ 〈L̄〉ψ



Paths to undeidability - 1Undeidability results for HS fragments have been obtained bymeans of redutions from several undeidable problems:
◮ redution from the non-halting problem for Turing mahines(e.g., HS over all meaningful lasses of linear orders, and BEover dense linear orders � that of BE over all linear ordersimmediately follows);J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, A Propositional Modal Logi of TimeIntervals, Journal of the ACM, 38:279�292, 1991K. Lodaya, Sharpening the Undeidability of Interval Temporal Logi,ASIAN 2000



Paths to undeidability - 2
◮ redutions from several variants of the tiling problem, like theotant tiling problem and the �nite tiling problem (O, O, AD,

AD, AD, AD, BE, BE, BE, and BE over any lass of linearorders that ontains, for eah n > 0, at least one linear orderwith length greater than n)D. Bresolin, D. Della Monia, V. Goranko, A. Montanari, and G.Siavio, The dark side of Interval Temporal Logis: sharpening theundeidability border, TIME 2011
◮ redution from the halting problem for two-ounter automata(e.g., D over �nite and disrete linear orders).J. Marinkowski and J. Mihaliszyn, The Ultimate Undeidability Resultfor the Halpern-Shoham Logi, LICS 2011



The (almost) omplete piture

PSPACE-ompleteNP-ompleteNEXPTIME-ompleteEXPSPACE-ompleteNONPRIMITIVE RECURSIVE-hardUNDECIDABLE
AA

all \ finite

BBDDLL

dense

BBLL

finite,dis

AABB

finite

AABB

all \ finite

AD,AD

any,dense

AD,AD

any,dense

D

dis, fin

D

dis, fin

O

all

O

all

BE,BE

all

BE,BE

all

ABBL

all \ finite



Outline of the (rest of the) ourse
◮ Leture 2. Interval strutures, relations, and logis. Intervalstrutures and relations. Representation theorems. Intervaltemporal logis. The logi HS.
◮ Leture 3. Interval temporal logis: languages andexpressiveness. Meaningful fragments of HS. Standardtranslation to �rst-order logi (FOL). Expressiveness of intervallogis. Comparing expressiveness of interval temporal logisand FOL. Expressive ompleteness results.
◮ Leture 4. Interval temporal logis: undeidability.Undeidability of HS and of some meaningful fragments of it.Undeidability via tiling.
◮ Letures 5 and 6. Interval temporal logis: deidability.Model-theoreti deidability proofs. Tableau methods for(interval) temporal logis.
◮ Mid- and long-term researh agenda.


